
I am finishing up my first year of pharmacy school at 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University. This past summer I 
did an internship at Walgreens in Ark City, it was nice to see the 
different style between community and independent Pharmacy 
practices. I also got an opportunity to attend a national Phi Delta 
Chi conference in Washington DC. I'm currently taking 
pharmaceutics 2, fundamentals of drug action, Immunology, 
biostatistics and have pharmcare lab 2. The semester's lab is 
basically a mock Pharmacy with different scenarios and involves 
tons of patient counseling. My favorite class so far has been 
fundamentals of drug action which covers biopharmaceutics, an 
Introduction to Medicinal Chemistry, an introduction 
to toxicology. I am excited for what the future 
holds. Nicholas Lockyear

This past May I graduated from Cowley College with my 
Associates in Science. Currently I am attending Wichita Area 
Technical College to obtain a second associates degree for dental 
assisting. I am currently working on my application for Wichita 
State University for Dental Hygiene. I hope to get accepted and 
attend WSU next year. It is weird to only have dental courses 
now. I am taking dental science, dental anatomy, dental radiology, 
dental materials, chairside assisting, and infection control. So far 
we have only learned that basic information but we are starting to 
get to the hands on procedures. A couple weeks ago we took 
impressions on each other. We then made them into models that 
we will use to make bleaching trays. I am excited to learn how to 
make bleaching trays.

Brittney McNown

I am a Junior at KSU this year and am loving classes this 
semester! I am taking Human Body and as tough as it is I have 
really enjoyed lecture and learning from the cadaver team 
during lab. I have also been working as an ER tech at Via 
Christi since January thanks to this wonderful foundation for 
helping me get my EMT certification during high school! I love 
my job and have learned so much getting to work in a hospital. 
I apply to medical school this summer so it is about time for 
me to start studying for the MCAT and getting my application 
materials together. Thank you so much for everything that the 
foundation does! There are so many opportunities I wouldn’t 
have been able to take advantage of if it were for all of the 
financial and moral support! The below photo is my sorority 
family during big/little reveal this year. My scrubs were hidden 
under my T-shirt because I was headed to an ER shift right 
after!

Kylee Wollard



I'm currently in my fifth year here at UMKC and looking forward 
to the rest of the year. I will be going through the rest of my 
cores such as surgery, peds, Ob/Gyn, and another round of 
inpatient medicine over the rest of the year. Over the last 
summer I have completed some interesting blocks including 
psych, rural family medicine, humanities, and am currently 
finishing up a block of rheumatology. As fun as it's been 
to branch out so far it is really solidified my interest 
in primary care. I have also gotten to take on a new 
role as a senior partner in the program in which we 
get paired with an incoming 3rd year. We are tasked 
with showing them the ropes around clinic and the 
hospital as well as overseeing their patient 
interactions for the next year. Below is an awkward 
picture of my junior partner and I, Saqib! I hope 
everything is going just as well for everyone else! Heath Turner

I am enjoying my second year at Southwestern College. My 
favorite class is Microbiology. It is amazing that something so 
small can make such a big of impact on our lives. I am on the golf 
team, a member of the Pre-Health Professionals Club, and have 
joined Tri Beta. This past summer I started working at Grave's 
Drug as a pharmacy technician. I have learned a lot about 
different insurance companies and generic drugs. I have also 
learned the importance of good communication skills. I am 
continually discovering the many roles of a pharmacist and have 
enjoyed the opportunity to work and learn in a retail pharmacy. 
Thank you for your contribution to my education!

Abby Bertholf

Hope everything is going great for all of you! I just recently started my first 
semester of nursing school at Newman University. To say I'm busy would be 
an understatement, but I am learning so much! I feel like I'm really starting to 
find my place in the medical field. We are starting clinicals next week which is 
super exciting! Thank you Snyder Medical Foundation for all you have done 
for me, as well as the medical field as a whole!

Kyndal Dutton



I am a sophomore at Bethel College in North Newton, 
Kansas. I am enjoying all of my classes and we are now 
heading into our fall break. My favorite class by far is physics 
and a close next is calculus. I am on the tennis team here at 
Bethel and we had a great, short fall season. We start our 
spring season at the end of February. I also became a TA for 
microbiology this semester which has been a blast! I love 
helping and seeing other students understand 
the material. Thank you to the Snyder Medical 
Foundation for helping further my education! Mallory Meier

I graduated from Butler in May and have been 
working at St. Francis since June. I'm working nights 
and always feel tired, but it is so rewarding. I will start 
at Southwestern in February to get my Bachelors in 
nursing. Thanks to the Snyder Foundation for helping 

to make that possible!

Lesa Lewis

This semester has been moving faster than ever before! My husband 
and I moved to Nashville in May for his residency at Vanderbilt. I 
began working there in June as a Research Nurse Specialist for 
clinical trials in GI Oncology patients. My day to day work includes 
monitoring patients, placing orders, scheduling procedures and 
appointments, and any other jobs that need a nurse brain!

I love the work I am doing, especially as it relates to grad school. I 
am still enrolled at The University of Kansas in the MSN- 
Organizational Leadership track. I am taking classes related to 
Human Resources and health care policy this semester. It's 
interesting, because I have never worked in research, and I'm 
realizing how difficult it can be to obtain funding for trials as well as 
maintain designation for funding. There are many health care policies 
that ensure grant money, but with stipulations. Vanderbilt is currently 
the 8th most-funded oncology research facility in the nation. This 
means that we are extremely busy and working hard to ensure 
policies are followed and trials are run appropriately to continue 
receiving financial assistance.

I love the autonomy I have and the skill set I have been able to 
bring to the table thanks to my graduate studies and the scholarship 
money provided to me. I will forever be grateful to HLSMF for the 
opportunities I have received to pursue my dreams. I still have plans 
to return to Kansas one day and continue in oncology, as I've finally 
found my passion and know I can make a difference. Thanks again!

Rachel Kaiser Krumsick



I hope things are off to a great start this fall for all of 
you. It's been a crazy past few months! This past 
summer, I was accepted to KU's Scholars in Rural 
Health program, which assures admittance to the KU 
School of Medicine for undergrad students that intend 
to practice primary care in rural Kansas following the 
completion of program requirements. Needless to say, 
that was a really good day! I'm a junior this year at 
Newman University and classes are keeping me pretty 
busy. Even so, I do enjoy participating in Newman's 
Swing Dancing Club on Tuesday nights. I am still 
volunteering with a hospice service here in Wichita and 
am also a lab assistant for organic chemistry. This has 
been particularly exciting as Newman just completed a 
brand new science building with tons of cool gadgets in 
the labs! Once again, I am thankful for the Foundation's 
continued support while I pursue my goals. Good luck 
to everyone else buckling down for midterms! Shea Carver

Hello all, classes are going well. I have received the 
opportunity to go interview at Arkansas new DO 
program on December 1 and I am still sending in 
secondary applications for a number of other 
schools. I have also enjoyed the experience tutoring 
physics and organic chemistry this year. Along with 
this I have stayed very busy leading Southwestern's 
Pre-Health Professionals group!

Jesse Hollingsworth

I am currently attending Cowley County Community 
College. I am also part of the track& field team here at 
Cowley. School is going great, and I am actually 
considering changing my major from pre-med to pre-
nursing. Its great to see all of the updates & success that is 
made possible with help from the Snyder foundation.

Isreal Walker



I'm finishing up my FINAL semester of nursing school at 
Newman University. I can't believe I'm finally to this point. 
It's so exciting! I'm currently taking Adult Nursing Care 2, 
which is going into greater depth on med/surg and lots of 
ICU information and experience. I will be completing 125 
hours of capstone clinical the last 5 weeks of the semester 
in the Trauma Surgical Intensive Care Unit. Yesterday was 
my first day in an ICU setting, and it was awesome. I really 
enjoyed being able to care for only 2-3 patients a time, 
giving me an opportunity to build more of a relationship 
with my patient and learn more about what is going on 
with them. This semester is all about professional 
development, demonstrating increasing independence, 
and transitioning into the nursing role! Along with classes, 
I'm a member of nursing club and SAMS club. Students-
As-Mentors is when an upperclassmen has the opportunity 
to mentor a 1st semester student.

I have made some life long friends at NU and I am so 
grateful that I had the opportunity to attend the nursing 
program here. I could not have done it without the 
continuous support each semester from the 
Snyder Foundation. Thank you!!!


Holly Hottinger

I am in my 7th year at WHS as the athletic trainer. 
Everyday has its challenges and no day is ever the 
same! I've had several broken bones and 
dislocations this fall that I've worked with and 
managed. Fall sports season is about to wrap up and 
before I know it another year will be in the books!

I'm still co-teaching sports medicine to the hs 
students (I really enjoy this and it keeps me learning!) 
and have become a cpr/aed/first aid instructor for 
the district and help the school nurses teach classes 
to the staff in May and August. I am also still serving 
as a preceptor for Southwestern College and their 
athletic training program being able to work with their 
students.

We are a Viking family thru and thru and enjoy raising 
our family in Winfield. When I'm not at work, I have 
an energetic 2 year old girl that keeps me on my toes 
and we are expecting another baby girl in January 
2018!


I hope everyone finishes strong and continues to 
pursue their dreams!Arista Groom



I’m in the midst of my Junior year at Pittsburg State 
and I am taking Biochemistry, Physics, Statistics, and 
Biomedical Ethics. My favorite class is definitely 
Ethics because it has allowed me to think about many 
healthcare topics differently and the class is relevant 
to real-life situations I will encounter in the future.

My most exciting news is that I got accepted into KU 
Scholars in Rural Health program with Shea Carver 
this summer! This is a conditional acceptance into KU 
medical school pending continued good grades and a 
sufficient MCAT score. It was really cool (and 
comforting) to go through the whole application and 
interview process with someone else from Winfield, 
especially since the pool of applicants is so small.

Other than school, I stay busy working at the KUMC 
Area Health Education Center here in Pittsburg, 
organizing weekly events for adults with 
developmental disabilities, and activities with my 
Christian sorority.

As always, I am so appreciative of the encouragement 
I’ve received from the Snyder Foundation. I can’t 
thank you all enough for financial support!

Savannah Dennett

I am currently halfway through my first semester at 
Oklahoma State University College of Osteopathic 
Medicine. This semester has been quite a ride so far. 
We are currently in five different classes covering 
roughly eight different topics. I really enjoy learning 
new things every day and enjoy studying because of 
the relevancy of the information we are being taught. 
My classmates are great and the new facilities at the 
school are incredible. We are the first class to go 
through the new building, which features complete 
ER/ICU/Surgery/Trauma/OB simulation labs, along 
with new lecture halls and clinical skills labs. I am 
looking forward to next semester when we start 
getting into our systems-based curriculum. I am also 
an ambassador for the school, giving tours to 
prospective students and attending events to recruit 
students for the school. I am greatly appreciative for 
the support that I have received from the Foundation. 
Without it's support, I would not be here today.


Daelor Osen

https://www.facebook.com/shea.carver.16?fref=gs&dti=267510489959894&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/shea.carver.16?fref=gs&dti=267510489959894&hc_location=group


I graduated from the University of 
Oklahoma this past May with a B.S. in 
Health and Exercise Science, and was 
accepted into the Wichita State University 
Physician Assistant Program which I have 
been in since June! The program accepted 
48 students out of an applicant pool of 
about 1600 so I feel very lucky to have the 
opportunity to finally be pursuing my 
dream of becoming a PA.

I will be in this program for the next 2 years 
working on my master's degree before I 
will take my board exam and then start 
practicing medicine! So far the program 
has been quite challenging. It was 
explained to us that we are learning about 
2/3 of what medical students learn in half 
the amount of time, so it's a bit 
overwhelming at times! But I truly am 
enjoying it, and finally learning what I've 
always wanted to learn.

I am in 10 classes right now. Dermatology, 
EENT, Cardiology, Preventive Medicine, 
Behavioral Medicine, Pharmacology, 
Clinical Practice, Clinical Practice Lab, 
Clinical Laboratory Testing, and Research 
Methods. My favorite is probably 
cardiology or pharmacology. They are both 
very challenging and fast paced, but the 
information is so important, and 
fascinating!

I am also one of the two elected class 
representatives to the KAPA and AAPA 
(Kansas Academy of Physician Assistants 
and American Academy of Physician 
Assistants), so I am excited to attend those 
conferences on behalf of my class this 
year and learn more about the profession 
on both the state and national levels.

These pictures are from an 
interprofessional education day that we 
had with WSU Dental Residents. We 
learned how to do a basic dental block for 
the lips in case we ever need to suture up 
a lip laceration in the future. The other 
pictures are from my graduation at OU and 
with my PA classmates in front of the new 
PA/PT building in oldtown.

Thank you for your continued support! I 
wouldn't be here without it!

Jessica Butler



I hope you all are having a great year of school so far! I 
am currently a 3rd semester nursing student at 
Newman University! It has been such a hard semester, 
but I am enjoying it so much and I cannot believe how 
much I am learning!!! I am currently taking Child and 
Family (Peds), Community Nursing, Maternal-Newborn 
(OB), Advanced Principles of Aging, and Research and 
EBP 2! I am really enjoying all of my classes and 
learning as much as I possibly can! The first 5 weeks of 
school I had my Peds clinical rotation and now I am 
currently in my Community clinical roation! I loved my 
Community rotation and I really took a liking to home 
health! It has been such a great experience to have the 
opportunity to help people outside of the hospital and 
be able to come into their homes! I am very excited to 
start my OB clinical rotation in 2 weeks. It will be great 
to have even more wonderful opportunities to expand 
my knowledge for nursing! I just cannot believe how 
fast my 3rd semester is going by! I am just that much 
closer to finishing my 4th semester senior year, and 
then graduating!! I would also like to thank the Snyder 
Medical Foundation for all of their help in making my 
dream come true!! I cannot wait to become a RN!!

Breanna Pingry

Dr. Jennifer Sturich Cummings

I am still over at Shawnee Mission med as an 
outpatient family med doctor in Kansas City. I'm 
pretty busy and really trying to cultivate a 
practice I will be happy to stick with for years to 
come. It takes work, hard conversations, and 
standing firm, but worth it in the end. We had a 
big change this year with the birth of our 
daughter, Etta. We are completely in love and 
also amazed at how time flies. She is already 7 
months!



Happy Fall everyone! Jared and I are enjoying life in 
Indianapolis. Jared is currently working at Riley Children's 
Hospital and completing a nontraditional residency where he 
participates in residency rotations 1 out of every 3 months for 
3 years. This type of program gives him a month of intense 
learning with pharmacists throughout a large hospital system 
and then he goes back to the staff pharmacy and puts all of 
that new knowledge to good use.  
I am still with Sanofi and recently moved into the role of Lead 
Clinical Research Associate. In this role I still travel to sites 
throughout the US to ensure they are conducting our trials 
appropriately and that our patients are safe but I am also at 
home doing project management work 75% of the time. I am 
loving this role in process and project improvement. I have 
have had the opportunity to mentor new CRAs and assist in 
training. Additionally I am extremely excited that I will 
graduate with my MSN from KU in May 2018.  
Jared and I are both incredibly thankful for for all of the 
support we have received from HLSMF. Good luck to 
everyone in their classes and careers!

Jared and Whitley Albright

I am currently at Emporia State University in the middle of the first 
semester of my senior year of nursing school. 
This semester I am currently taking maternal newborn/ob, 
pediatrics, nursing research,and decision making in nursing. My 
favorite course this semester is maternal newborn because it is 
so different from what we have learned before and so 
rewarding.This semester has went by really quick and I am 
learning so many new things! Speaking of quick I just enrolled in 
my last semester today and I am excited for what my last 
semester has in store for me! We are still waiting to hear where 
we will be placed for our capstone but I will update when this 
becomes official! 
I just want to thank the HLSMF for the opportunity they have 
given me to continue my education as a bachelors prepared 
nurse!

This will be my second year working as an ICU nurse at 
The University of Kansas Hospital. I'm now precepting 
students and working towards getting my CCRN (critical 
care) certification. I'm loving the icu setting and am 
grateful to HLSMF for helping me get here! This is a 
picture of some of the awesome nurses on my unit. 


Emily Adelman

Marissa Leake



I am a senior at Kansas State University! This 
semester I am taking human body and finishing up my 
leadership minor. It is a busy semester learning all 
about the body. I throughly enjoy it and am excited to 
learn about the rest.

I will be applying to PA schools this spring when the 
application cycle opens. I will be graduating in May!

When not working on school I enjoy giving volunteer 
scholar tours to potential KSU students, being an 
ambassador for Sorority & Fraternity Life, participating 
in my sorority-Kappa Alpha Theta, and helping plan 
KState Homecoming through being on the committee. 
This past Saturday we got to go on the field and were 
recognized for our work.

Thank you to the Foundation for your generosity! I 
truly appreciate everything you do!

Tori Fell

I am spending this year conducting research with the 
pediatric urology department, specifically with the 
specialized Disorders of Sexual Development (DSD) 
clinic. My research explores trend in prenatal 
diagnosis and management of DSD patients, as well 
as the impact that prenatal genetic tests, such as 
cell-free fetal DNA, are having on prenatal detection. I 
have been particularly busy this month as I am 
submitting multiple abstracts to the American 
Urological Association in November. When I am not 
working on my research, I am at the gym, 
experimenting with new recipes, spoiling my cat, or 
exploring Chicago with my boyfriend Andrew. I have 
also been fortunate to have more time this year to 
make trips back home to see my family and my 8 
nieces and nephews. It has been very fun to have 
time to be back in Kansas Esther Finney

I am currently finishing up my first semester at 
Newman University’s Nursing program. I am taking 
foundations, assessment, interventions, assessment 
lab. This semester my clinicals are at Kansas Medical 
Center. I have been on Med/Surg, Tele, and OR. My 
favorite class is interventions due to the hands on 
education we receive. It has been a tough semester 
but learned a lot!  Hope everyone is doing well.

Nikki Miller 



I am still working with the University of North Texas 
Health Science Center. This past year I was able to 
present at the National Wellness Institute Annual 
Conference and the Institute for Health Care 
Advancement's Health Literacy Conference. My work 
and projects still focus on health literacy and/or health 
disparities, where I primarily focus on women's health. A 
first for me was assisting with the writing of a proposal 
as part of a larger Center of Excellence proposal through 
NIMHD. Our team as a whole is very excited since our 
Center was one of 10 funded throughout the nation, with 
approximately 125 submissions. That being said, my role 
from Project Coordinator will most likely change to 
Program Manager in the near future. Additionally, I've 
had many opportunities to assist professors with their 
courses for the public health students on campus to provide 
them with more hands-on skills when it comes to data 
visualization, health communication, and data analysis 
through excel.

On the personal side, my husband Nic is now 
representing our alma mater, KU, by being the "Texas 
Rep" and recruiting potential students to attend KU. We 
also moved into a house in the Fort Worth suburbs and 
we are expecting our first child to arrive in early 
December!

I hope all of you who are still pursuing your studies are 
having a great semester!!


Katie Cantu Anguiano

Hi guys! Lots of changes in the last 6 months or so - 
graduated medical school, made the move to Durant, 
OK and started my family medicine residency, and 
found out we are expecting a little boy in March! It's 
been a whirlwind to say the least. I have just finished 
my last night of overnights in the Emergency 
Department/House Officer, and will begin a 
hospitalist service tomorrow morning. I am learning 
so much - the learning curve is steep! - but also 
enjoying it so much. Glad to hear everyone is doing 

Dr. Laurel Stacy



I’m a D1 at Creighton University School of 
Dentistry. I just finished my last midterm for the 
fall semester! Dental school has been a transition 
compared to undergrad, however it’s 
rejuvenating to finally be taking classes that 
directly apply to my future profession. I really 
enjoy the labs that allow me to challenge and 
improve my hand skills, something that is 
obviously an important component of dentistry.

As Holly mentioned in her post, we will be 
getting married in June 2018! She keeps me 
sane when school gets tough and I like to think I 
do the same for her!

Good luck to all the other students striving for 
their goals and finish this semester strong! Thank 
you to the Snyder Foundation for the continued 
support, you’ve truly made an impact on all of 
us!


Trenton Ebersole

I was waiting to post until today because I was hoping 
for some exciting news and I got it! I was accepted to 
the KU medical school for the class starting in August 
2018! I applied for Early decision so I was one of 70 that 
got an interview and today I received the email that I 
was accepted! I am thrilled to get this incredible 
opportunity! I am finishing up my last semester at KSU 
and I will graduate in December a semester early so that 
I can have a semester to just work and breathe before I 
start another amazing 4 years! I am looking forward to 
being closer to my brother Heath in KC and possibly 
also my oldest brother Brent! My husband applied for 
regular decision so he will hear back later in the year but 
is also hoping for KU med! I am still working at an 
optometry office and getting lots of awesome 
experience as our manager recently left and I was 
chosen to take over until I leave for school! I have had 
some amazing opportunities because of this foundation 
and am going to have many more as well! I can’t wait to 
see what the future holds!

Lauren Turner Kennedy

Alex Thomas

I am currently still working for Sedgwick 
county EMS and really enjoying the 
experience I'm gaining through a high 
volume 911 service. I have recently 
started planning my spring semester at 
WSU to begin completing my bachelors in 
biology with plans to apply to the PA 
program. Hope everyone is well. Great to 
see all of the success coming from the 
Snyder foundation.



I am currently in my third year at KU School of 
Medicine - Wichita. I completed Step 1 in May, 
and will be taking Step 2 before the start of 
fourth year. I am loving third year, and enjoying 
being at the hospitals and finally being able to 
care for patients every day. So far I have 
completed OBGYN, Pediatrics, Geriatrics, and 
Psychiatry, and I start Neurology this week. It has 
been a wonderful experience thus far and I am 
looking forward to the rest of the year! After 
completing Neuro, I will have Surgery, Family 
Medicine, and then Internal Medicine to finish 
off. In addition to my studies, I got engaged in 
March - Tate & I will be getting married this 
upcoming June! Between schoolwork and 
wedding planning, we keep very busy!

Thank you to the HLSMF for all of your support!
 Hannah Langley

I graduated in May with my bachelors from Newman's 
sonography program. Soon after graduation I passed 
my RDMS registry (registered diagnostic medical 
sonographer) and started working for South Central 
Kansas Medical Center. I am currently working to obtain 
more credentials for vascular, abdomen and echo. In my 
downtime, I enjoy taking walks and spending time with 
my fur baby Pixie. Thank you so much for all you have 
helped me to accomplish!


Amanda Krook

Alex Kaufman Doyle

I am still working at the University of 
Kansas Hospital as a Nurse Anesthetist. I 
absolutely love my job. Within the last 
year, James and I bought a house in 
Louisburg, KS and added a new little 
bundle of joy to our family. Liam is now 5 
months and growing like a weed. I will 
forever be thankful for the support from 
HLSMF and wish the best to all of the 
current scholars. Good luck this Fall!



I graduated in May and took a 
position working Labor & Delivery as 
well as Med surg at William Newton 
Hospital. It has been stressful so far, 
but slowly getting easier. Two 
completely different specialities, but 
it is nice to have the variety. I am 
currently post partum trained and 
working on becoming labor trained. 
When I am not at work I am out on 
the ranch helping or taking care of 
our new house and fur babies! I plan 
to start working towards my masters 
soon, I would have never made it this 
far without the help 
of the Snyder 
Foundation.
 Kayla Crane

Dr. Jaden Bailey, DDS 
Turner Dental Group

Dr. Jessica Niederee, DDS 
Family Dentistry 

Dr. Steven Mingos & Associates, LLC



Emily Miller, Masters 
Communication 

Sciences & Disorders
Wichita State University 

May 2017

Lesa Lewis, RN
Butler Community College

May 2017

Kayla Crane, BSN, RN
Newman University

May 2017

Erin Hutto Lavin, BA
University of Kansas

May 2017

Holly Hottinger, BSN, RN
Newman University

December 2017

Amanda Krook, RDMS
Newman University

May 2017

Brittney McKown
Associates in Science

Cowley County Community 
College

May 2017

Jessica Butler, BS
University of Oklahoma

May 2017

Lauren Turner Kennedy, BS
Kansas State University

December 2017



Congratulations  
Dr. Laurel Meysing Stacey 

Family Medicine Residency



I'm

Erin Hutto and  
Mike Lavin 

January 7, 2017

Katherine Gardner and 
Tyler Anliker  

September 2, 2017

Emily Miller and Joshua Wren 
November 2017



I'm
Liam Patrick Doyle 

April 2017

Etta Angeline Cummins 
March 28, 2017

Adding to our family

Soon-to-Be Parents:  

Katie Cantu Anguiano (November 2017) Baby #1 
Arista Waite Groom (January 2018) Baby#2 

Dr. Laurel Meysing Stacy(March 2018) Baby #1

Nathan Ray 
McSpadden 

October 31, 2017
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